
GIN 
 

Adnam’s Copper House 40%, £3.50 
From famed Southwold brewer Adnams. Drawing on their brewing experience they've made 
a barley spirit and used it as a base for a big juniper heavy gin. 

Adnam’s First Rate 48%, £4.00  
NEW! Distilled from locally-grown barley, wheat and oats. Adnams makes a beer 'wash' from 

these grains which is fermented to around 6% abv without hops. This is then reduced to a 
pure spirit. Only the very purest portion of the spirit is drawn off, the finest cut, which is 
returned to the copper pot still to be redistilled and infused with thirteen carefully chosen 
botanicals.  

Adnam’s Rising Sun 42%, £3.50  
NEW! Made from malted rye, this gin has been produced using the London Dry method with 

added Japanese Matcha Tea, lemongrass and juniper berries plus a specially selected blend 
of botanicals (orange peel, ginger, grains of paradise, cubeb, angelica). This Gin is refreshing 
and full of natural aromatic flavours, best served with a good tonic. 

    
Aviation American Gin 42%, £3.60 
Batch distilled Gin from Oregon, Dutch in style, distilled from rye and flavoured with juniper, 

lavender, anise, sarsaparilla, orange peel and cardamom.  

Berry Bros. No.3 Gin 46%, £3.40 
Made to a special recipe, the name No.3 refers to the address of BBR - Number 3, St James's 
Street. With juniper at its heart, it's also made with three fruits and three spices using copper 
pot stills. 

 



Blackwood’s Vintage Dry Gin 40%, £3.40 

NEW! Made with hand-harvested Shetland botanicals picked fresh each summer by local 

crofters, this gin is always fresh and lively but uniquely reflects each vinatge. At time of going 
to print the vintage was 2012. 

 
Bombay London Dry Gin 37.5%, £3.10 
One of the great old-school style London Gins, Bombay Original was first introduced in 1959 
and is the precursor of the now more famous Bombay Sapphire. 

Bombay Sapphire Gin 40%, £3.10 
Credited with kick-starting gin's fashionability since its launch in 1987, Bombay Sapphire has 
become a truly iconic brand, with its distinctive blue bottle recognisable in bars the world 

over. 

The Botanist Islay Dry Gin 46%, £3.50 

NEW! An unusual gin from Islay whisky distillery Bruichladdich, made in a Lomond still 

christened Ugly Betty. It contains 31 botanicals, of which 22 are native to Islay itself. These 

include the likes of mugwort, meadowsweet and Lady's Bedstraw flowers. The resultant dry 
gin is described, unsurprisingly, as 'floral'.  

 

Brecon Botanicals 43%, £3.30 
A small batch premium gin from Wales's Penderyn distillery. Originally produced for the gin-

mad Spanish market, this is diluted to a punchier-than-usual 43% with Brecon Beacons water. 

Brockman’s 40%, £3.40 
Flavoured with 10 botanicals, Brockmans is proud of its 'Intensely Smooth' and fruity gin, one 
that's equally at home with tonic or ginger ale, as well as just on its own over ice. 

 
 
 



Brooklyn 40%, £3.80 

NEW! Multi award winning - Brooklyn Gin is full of 

100% fresh citrus peels and hand cracked juniper, which releases the essential oils, results 
in this renowned American gin.

Bulldog 40%, £3.50 
Super premium gin from Norfolk wheat, Welsh water and 12 botanical
Turkish white poppy seeds, Italian juniper, Moroccan coriander, German angelica, Spanish 
lemon, Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia, French lavender and 

Asian lotus leaves. Phew! 

Cotswolds Dry Gin 46%, £3.

NEW! A classic well-balanced juniper

on its own and over ice. It’s robust enough to stand up to tonic and smooth enough to craft 

the ultimate gin martini. 

Dà Mhìle Organic Seaweed Gin
NEW! With a mix of 20 organic botanicals, from the old favourites juniper and coriander to 

some interesting and home-grown treats like red and white clover, gorse and chamomile, 
the Welsh Dà Mhìle distillery have created a unique, small batch gin.

Brooklyn Gin is full of flavour with freshness and complexity. Using 

100% fresh citrus peels and hand cracked juniper, which releases the essential oils, results 
renowned American gin. 

 

uper premium gin from Norfolk wheat, Welsh water and 12 botanicals: Chinese dragon eye, 
Turkish white poppy seeds, Italian juniper, Moroccan coriander, German angelica, Spanish 
lemon, Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia, French lavender and 

%, £3.80 
balanced juniper-led gin with crisp citrus and spice. This gin is delicious 

on its own and over ice. It’s robust enough to stand up to tonic and smooth enough to craft 

 
Seaweed Gin 42%, £3.20 

With a mix of 20 organic botanicals, from the old favourites juniper and coriander to 

grown treats like red and white clover, gorse and chamomile, 
the Welsh Dà Mhìle distillery have created a unique, small batch gin. 

 

flavour with freshness and complexity. Using 

100% fresh citrus peels and hand cracked juniper, which releases the essential oils, results 

s: Chinese dragon eye, 
Turkish white poppy seeds, Italian juniper, Moroccan coriander, German angelica, Spanish 
lemon, Chinese liquorice, Italian orris, Spanish almonds, Asian cassia, French lavender and 

This gin is delicious 

on its own and over ice. It’s robust enough to stand up to tonic and smooth enough to craft 

With a mix of 20 organic botanicals, from the old favourites juniper and coriander to 

grown treats like red and white clover, gorse and chamomile, 



Death’s Door Gin 47%, £4.00 
Wisconsin. Made in small batches with organic red winter wheat on Washington Island and 
bottled at a higher-than-usual strength. 

 
Edinburgh Christmas Gin 43%, £3.50 

NEW! A festive gin made with two classic Christmassy botanicals - frankincense and myrrh. 

The result has an aromatic, fragrant nose and a warming palate with hints of orange blossom 
and cooking spices. Fantastic in a G&T and perfect for a Christmas Eve tipple.  
Edinburgh Seaside Gin 43%, £3.90 

NEW! A limited edition making use of some intriguing Scottish ingredients from the coast, like 

seaweed, ground ivy, gorse flowers and scurvy grass (which sailors used to eat when suffering 
from scurvy for its precious Vitamin C. A superb summer tipple capturing the essence of the 
seaside.  

 
Forest Gin 42%, £4.50 
Cheshire. Hand-crafted, small-batch gin produced using a range of botanicals native to 
Macclesfield Forest, such as wild bilberries, wild gorse flowers, wild raspberries, and local 
moss. Most is sold at Harvey Nichols. Organic. 

 



Gabriel Boudier Saffron Gin 40%, 3.50 
Made to a unique recipe discovered in the annals of French Colonial past when both 
England and France claimed India as it was rich in exotic botanicals. The gin is handcrafted 
in small batches 

 
Gordon’s London Dry Gin  37.5%, £2.80 
One of the top ten-selling spirits in the world, and has been made to the same recipe since 
the late 18th Century. Although not the same ABV. 

Hayman’s Family Reserve 41.3%, £3.30 
London. Rested in Scotch whisky casks for three weeks before bottling. This imparts fragrant 
notes of oak and a softer mouth feel to the gin.  

Hayman’s London Dry 40%, £3.20 
Juniper, coriander, orange and lemon peel are used to craft this distinctive gin, loads of 
flavour, loads of body. A first class London Dry. 

Hayman’s Old Tom 40%, £3.40 
An old-fashioned, sweeter style gin recipe from the 18th Century. Recently this style has risen 
in popularity thanks to its association with classic gin cocktails. 

Hayman’s Royal Dock Navy Strength 57%, £3.60 Created following demand 

for higher strength spirits from bartenders and is named after the old Naval base in Deptford, 
East London. 

 
Hendrick’s Gin 41.4%, £3.40 
A superb, and utterly unique, pink-tinged gin from William Grant's. Infused with rose petals 
and cucumber as well as the normal botanicals, this is a must for all gin-lovers. 

 
 
 



Hereford Dry Gin 40%, £3.00 

NEW! A superb, and utterly unique, pink-tinged gin from William Grant's. Infused with rose 

petals and cucumber as well as the normal botanicals, this is a must for all gin-lovers. 

 

Hunter’s Cheshire Gin 43.3%, £3.40 
A wonderful premium gin from Cheshire. It's made in traditional copper pot and rectifying 
stills (some of  

 
which being more than a century old!) and is flavoured with botanicals including juniper from 
the Balkans, French angelica, Spanish lemon peel and Florentine orris root.  

Juniper Green Organic 37.5%, £3.10 
A London Dry Gin certified organic by the Soil Association, Juniper is something of a first. The 
palate is light and elegant, with a gentle burst of spice at the finish. 

Langley’s No.8 London Gin 41.7%, £3.60 NEW! Named after the number of 

botanicals used. Aimed at the sophisticated male gin drinker. Made in small batches using 
the purest 100% English Grain Spirit, it is hand crafted specifically to let the selected 
botanicals do the talking. An old-fashioned gin, perfect for a traditional gin and tonic. 

 

 



Leopold’s Gin 40%, £4.00 
Made from grain and botanicals which are organic within the city's boundaries. The 
botanicals include coriander, angelica and citrus.  

 

Liverpool Gin 42%, £4.10 
Liverpool Gin is made from grain and botanicals which are organic within the city's 
boundaries. The botanicals include coriander, angelica and citrus.  

Martin Miller’s England Iceland 40%, £3.40 Small batch pot still gin, blended 

with extra-pure Icelandic spring water. Martin Miller's gin is rated 94 points (Exceptional) by 
the Beverage Testing Institute. 

Mombasa Club London Dry 41.5%, £3.90 

NEW! Takes its name from a private social club founded in 1885, whom imported gin from 

England to the island of Zanzibar for their members to enjoy. It is four times distilled and 
features a botanical selection that includes juniper, cassia bark, angelica root, coriander 
seed, clove and cumin, resulting in a bold, spicy flavour profile. 

 

Nelson’s London Dry Gin 42%, £3.60 

NEW! A small batch gin from Nelson's Distillery & Gin School in Grindley near the Uttoxeter. 

Made with a range of botanicals from around the globe including lemongrass and kaffir lime 

leaves from Thailand, vanilla from Madagascar and cinnamon from Sri Lanka. 

 

Opihr Oriental Spiced 40%, £3.30 
A premium spiced gin. Along with some of the regular botanicals you'd expect in a London 
Dry they also infused cubeb from Indonesia, black pepper from India and Moroccan 
Coriander for a uniquely spicy flavour. 



 
Pinkster 37.5%, £3.50 

NEW! The ‘Agreeably British Gin', 5 botanicals are used to create this gin. Pinkster is the 

brainchild of Stephen Marsh, and is now distilled to the company's own recipe by G&J before 
being hand-steeped in the raspberries that lend it both its pink hue and subtle fruitiness.  

 

Plymouth Gin 41.2%, £3.00 
Made at the historic Black Friars Distillery in the Devon town, it is drier than the London Dry 
style. Much respected and geographically protected. 

Sipsmith London Dry Gin 41.6%, £3.50 
Distilled from the finest English wheat spirit with ten carefully selected botanicals, and 

blended with the exceptionally pure water of Lydwell spring, the source of the River Thames. 

Sipsmith V.J.O.P. Gin 57.7%, £4.20 
Very Junipery Over Proof. Sipsmith employ a 'triple juniper' technique which adds the juniper 
at three stages - first it is macerated for three days, then more juniper is added to the pot still 
and finally vapour infused into the spirit. Bottled at raised ABV.  

Sir Robin of Locksley Gin 40.5%, £3.50 
Sheffield. Has a radiant flavour profile thanks to the botanical selection, which includes 
elderflower, dandelion and pink grapefruit. Delicious on its own. 

 
 
 
 
 



Sloane’s Dry Gin 40%, £3.30 

NEW! Made in the Netherlands. A hearty handful of botanicals have gone into Sloane's gin, 

including iris root, coriander, angelica root, cardamom pods, liquorice root and whole vanilla 
beans. Sloane's individually distill each of these botanicals for their gin, resulting in a unique 
flavour profile that seduces the palate. 

 

Tanqueray London Dry Gin 43.1%, £3.10 
Very popular gin. Has a fruity, spicy palate with big zesty, citrusy top notes which make this 

gin the perfect all-rounder.  

Tanqueray Rangpur  41.3%, £3.10 
Flavoured with Rangpur limes (also known as mandarin oranges). These highly acidic fruits, 
actually orange in colour, impart a fresh, zesty zing to this refreshing gin. 

Tanqueray No. 10 47.3%, £3.50 
A fine small batch London dry gin made in pot still number 10. It is citrussy and full bodied. 

Tiger Gin 40%, £3.30 
NEW! A premium quality gin distilled in Shrewsbury using pure English water blended with the 

finest quality botanicals, spices and grain that is carefully selected and sourced each season 
from the best harvests around the world. Tiger Gin is crafted by artisan master distillers using 
traditional methods.  

 

 
Warner Edwards Harrington Dry 44%, £3.40 Northamptonshire. Produced in a 

barn in the village of Harrington. The main three botanicals are juniper, coriander and 
cardamom, which have helped to produce a gin that's beautifully balanced. 

William’s Chase Great British Extra Dry 40%, £3.50 A lighter but more 

powerfully flavoured gin from the folks at Williams Chase – an extra dry. 

William’s Chase Elegant Gin 48% , £3.50 
A deliciously tasty gin from Herefordshire. Wonderfully fresh (and pleasantly potent) gin, 
distilled from their own organically grown apples. 
. 

 
 



FRUIT GIN 
 
Foxdenton Damson Gin 
A wonderfully flavoured Damson Gin that is deliberately a little drier than some of the more 
commercial brands, allowing the rich damson fruit to shine through and making it all too easy 
to drink.  

Foxdenton Sloe Gin 27%, £3.50
The traditional flask filler made from the fruit of the Blackthorn. Drier and stronger than most of 

the alternatives. Rich and warming on its own or it makes a great alternative to cassis with 
champagne.  
See the Goliath bottle on the bar.

Hayman’s Sloe Gin 26%
A rich ruby red liqueur bursting with smooth and intense bitter sweet fruit flavours.
long standing family recipe with w

Sipsmith Sloe Gin 29%, £3.60
A blend of Sipsmith London Dry Gin and 
and bursting with flavour. 

Warner Edwards Victoria’s Rhubarb Gin 
Victoria rhubarb, a type formerly grown at Buckingham Palace. Softened
combined with Harrington Dry Gin

Warner Edwards Sloe Gin 
Combines their Dry Gin – with the main three botanicals of juniper, coriander and cardamom 
– and handpicked sloes from England

Warner Edwards Elderflower Gin
which is then infused with fresh elderflower from Harrington in Northamptonshire and Rhuallt 
in North Wales. 

Williams Chase Seville Orange Gin
and marinated through fresh Seville Orange marmalade

natural floral oils upfront followed by fruity notes like a

Williams Chase Sloe & Mulberry Gin
infused with Herefordshire sloe berries for eight months and then combined with mulberries.

 

 

Gin 18.5%, £3.50 
A wonderfully flavoured Damson Gin that is deliberately a little drier than some of the more 
commercial brands, allowing the rich damson fruit to shine through and making it all too easy 

27%, £3.50 
The traditional flask filler made from the fruit of the Blackthorn. Drier and stronger than most of 

the alternatives. Rich and warming on its own or it makes a great alternative to cassis with 

bottle on the bar. 

26%, £3.40 
rich ruby red liqueur bursting with smooth and intense bitter sweet fruit flavours.

with wild, hand-picked sloe berries. 

, £3.60 
Sipsmith London Dry Gin and hand-picked Dartmoor sloe berries. 

Warner Edwards Victoria’s Rhubarb Gin 40%, £3.40 Made with Queen 

Victoria rhubarb, a type formerly grown at Buckingham Palace. Softened, 
Harrington Dry Gin. Works exceptionally well with tonic or ginger ale.

       
Warner Edwards Sloe Gin 30%, £3.40 

with the main three botanicals of juniper, coriander and cardamom 
and handpicked sloes from England and Wales. 

Warner Edwards Elderflower Gin 40%, £3.40 Uses Harrington Dry as a base, 

which is then infused with fresh elderflower from Harrington in Northamptonshire and Rhuallt 

s Chase Seville Orange Gin 40%, £3.50 The Elegant Gin, 

and marinated through fresh Seville Orange marmalade. Light nectar in appearance, 

natural floral oils upfront followed by fruity notes like a luscious hot cross bun.

s Chase Sloe & Mulberry Gin 30%, £3.70 This is a blend of their gin, 

infused with Herefordshire sloe berries for eight months and then combined with mulberries.

 

A wonderfully flavoured Damson Gin that is deliberately a little drier than some of the more 
commercial brands, allowing the rich damson fruit to shine through and making it all too easy 

The traditional flask filler made from the fruit of the Blackthorn. Drier and stronger than most of 

the alternatives. Rich and warming on its own or it makes a great alternative to cassis with 

rich ruby red liqueur bursting with smooth and intense bitter sweet fruit flavours. Made to a 

Dartmoor sloe berries. Subtle, complex 

Made with Queen 

 pressed, and 
orks exceptionally well with tonic or ginger ale.  

with the main three botanicals of juniper, coriander and cardamom 

Uses Harrington Dry as a base, 

which is then infused with fresh elderflower from Harrington in Northamptonshire and Rhuallt 

The Elegant Gin, re-distilled 

Light nectar in appearance, 

luscious hot cross bun. 

is a blend of their gin, 

infused with Herefordshire sloe berries for eight months and then combined with mulberries. 


